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S. SIMONS 2* LEMMA. We suppose that, for all %^l,/ w eL(I) and sup^JI/JI < oo. We suppose further that Yd X and that, whenever X n ^ 0 and Σnziλn -1> there exists yeY such that Σn Then sup^ey lim sup n^c of n (y) Ξ> inf S(conv {f n : n Ξ> 1}).
Proof. We write A = inf S(conv {f n : n ^ 1}) and B = sup w251 S(/ Λ ). Then -oo < A ^ B < oo. We suppose that d > 0 is arbitrary and choose λ > 0 such that A -δ(l + λ) -BX ^ (A -2δ)(l -λ) (which implies that λ < 1). We choose g u g 2y inductively so that, for all m ^ 1, g m 6 conv {f n : n ^ m} and 
JL -Λi
By assumption, there exists yeY such that h(y) = S(A). Then for all m > 1 But inf^ μ(f n ) = mf /i(conv {/ n : n ^ 1}) ^ inf S(conv {/ ft : n ^ 1}) and this would contradict Lemma 2.
4* COROLLARY. T^β suppose that X is a compact convex subset of a real linear topological space E, Y c X and (whenever f is a continuous convex function on X (5) j [then there exists yeY such that f{y) -S(f) .
(a) //, for each n ^ 1, f n is a continuous convex function on X, sup^i II/JI < oo and limsup n^« »/ Λ (2/) ^ 0 whenever yeY then limsup^eo/ % (#) ^ 0 whenever xe X. (b) If E is locally convex Hausdorff and, for each n ^ 1, g n is a bounded convex lower semicontinuous function on X, sup^ \\g n \\ < oo and lim sup % _oo^(2/) ^ 0 whenever yeY then lim sup^oo^α;) ^ 0 whenever xe X. In particular, this result is true ifY= exX (the set of extreme points of X).
Proof.
(a) is immediate from Theorem 3.
(b) We suppose xeX. Then, for all n ^ 1, there exists a continuous convex function f n on X such that I(g n ) ^f n^gn and f n (x) ;> g n (x) -1/n. (See [3] , p. 222 or [4] , p. 19; we can take f n of the form max {I(g n ) 9 a n + < , x'^)\X} where a n eR and x n eE', the dual of E.) The result follows from (a) applied to {f n :n ^ 1}. The final observation follows from Bauer's theorem on extreme points (see [3] , p. 225) 5* EXAMPLE. We write E for the set of all real sequences {#*}nsso such that Σn^o\x n \ < °° and E r for the set of all real sequences teJn^i that are eventually constant. We define < , •>: i? x E'-+R by (5) to (6) even if all the functions g n are in < ,E>y\x.
6. REMARK. AS is well known, (6) implies that Ϋ ID exX. (5) implies that every ϋΓ-analytic set that contains Y must also contain X. (The statement for K σ sets follows from Urysohn's Lemma, Corollary 4, and the fact that if f n e C(X) and x e exX then there exists a continuous afϊine function g n on X such that g n ^ f n and ^%(ίc) / Λ(^) + IM The extension to if-analytic sets follows from standard arguments.) 7* EXAMPLE. We suppose that Szf is an uncountable set and we write E for L,(-Ώθ with the topology w(L(J^), ίi(-Qθ) and X = {ίcrα GE', sup αe^| x(α)| ^ 1}. If / is a continuous convex function on X then, from Bauer's Theorem, there exists xe exX such that f(x) = S(/). By continuity, there exists {g n : n ^ 1} c ^(J^) such that yeX and sup Λiu |<j/ -a?, g n y\ = 0 imply that /(?/) = f(x) = S(/). Hence there exists a countable subset .^ of Jzf such that y e -X" and sup^^ | y(β) -x(β)\ -0 imply that f(y) = S(f). Consequently, (5) Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 8. 10* COROLLARY. We suppose that X is a pseudocompact topological space, for alln^lf n e C(X), sup^ 11/« 11 < °o, / e C(X) and f n -+f pointwise on X. Then f n -+f in w(C(X), C(XY).
Proof. This follows from Corollary 9 with M = C{X), Y = X and the fact (from the Hahn-Banach theorem) that w(lco(X), L(X)') induces w(C(X), C(XY) on C(X). If we wish to avoid the axiom of choice we can reprove Theorem 3 and Theorem 8 with "L(X)" replaced everywhere by "C(XY* and still obtain the result. We can use Example 7 to show that, even though (7) is satisfied, it may happen that YD exX = φ.
(In the first case we take F to be the E r of Example 5 with the supremum norm. Then F' = E and F = c. In the second case we take F to be l λ {J^) with the I, norm. Then F f = Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 8.
